
TRC's IELTS Preparation Class is 8 weeks long and is offered multiple

times per year. The current class schedule in Monday, Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday, from 6:30pm to 7:30pm and they take place

online using Google Classroom. Registration requires a $50 deposit that

you get back at the end of the session as long as you do not miss more

than 2 classes. You will receive all necessary information you need the

week before the class begins. Please ensure that you arrive to class on

time as late arrivals become disruptive. 

These are not English classes. They are preparation classes for the IELTS

or DUOLINGO exam. Subsequently, participants must already have a

knowledge of English and have the intention to enroll in university.

Homework is given on a daily basis and checked the following day,

which include both worksheets and a variety of speaking topics. Pair

work and groupwork speaking activates are scheduled to integrate

grammar to speaking every day.

THE REFUGEE CENTRE'S

IELTS CLASS

https://classroom.google.com/u/0/h


Bar Chart
Maps
Line Graph
Process Diagram
Pie Chart
Multiple Graphs
Table Chart

Opinion Essays
Advantages & Disadvantages Essays
Discussion Essays
Double Question Essays
Problem Solution Essays

Fluency and Coherence
Lexical Resource
Grammatical Range and Accuracy
Pronunciation

The following is breakdown of the IELTS exam and what will be
taught throughout the course:

Writing (Academic Module ONLY) 

Task 1: (Minimum 150 words) 

Task 2: (Minimum 250 words)

Note: You are given 60 minutes to write both tasks during the real test, therefore,
time management plays a very important role. In addition, you need to practice
grammar and vocabulary on your own to be able to write an acceptable essay.

Speaking

Note: The speaking test takes approximately 20 minutes. Learners need to be at the
intermediate level to be able to get an acceptable score. It is highly recommended
that learners join conversation classes to improve your speaking skills while they are
studying IELTS. There are 3 parts in the speaking test covering a variety of questions.



Matching
Headings
True/False/ Not Given
Sentence Completion
Multiple Choice
Yes/No/ Not Given
Matching Paragraph Information
Short Answer
Summary Completion
Table Completion
Name Matching
Matching Sentence Endings
Diagram Labelling

Multiple Choice
Table Completion
Map & Plan Labelling
Matching
Sentence Completion
Diagrams & Flowcharts

Reading (Academic Module ONLY)

The following types of questions are practiced:

Note: Reading consists of 40 questions and candidates are given 60 minutes to
answer the questions.

Listening 

Note: Listening is approximately 40 minutes in the real test.


